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All information stated in this Whitepaper is tentative to
change and modification. This document's purpose is to
reveal the DiveWallet team's roadmap.

In no way is this document financial advice, and it should
not be treated as such. Additionally, although we believe
our goals to be realistic, statements within this document
do not guarantee future goods or services, as the crypto
space is very volatile and unpredictable.

We thank you for reading and are glad you're here. 

Sincerely,
DiveWallet Team (Andrew, Gavin, Jeremy, Hailey, and Jake)

Disclaimer
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What is DiveWallet?
DiveWallet is an all-inclusive, fully-functional, cross-
chain mobile wallet that is committed to keeping your
crypto assets safe and secure from malicious web3
dApps and scams.

We know just how difficult the crypto space can be
with its steep learning curve and scammers galore, so
we decided to create a wallet based around user
experience, to keep crypto holders everywhere happy
and secure from attackers.

We're excited you're here to see what we're all about.
We're confident that we can help make the world of
crypto more practical and safe. We've traversed the
toughest of markets and built the best community we
possibly could have. We're on the cusp of greatness.



Logged Dollar-Cost Average (DCA) 
and initial amount invested (COMING SOON)

Ability to choose price source
(CoinCap.io, CoinGecko, PCS, UniSwap)

Automatic disconnect from web3 address 
after 30 minutes

Real-time dusting attack alerts

Ability to purge all permissions and  connections 
to dApps with the click of a button

What Makes Us Special?
Our features take practicality and asset 
security to the next level. 
Initial core features include:

Dynamic alerts when your wallet is 
connected to any web3 address

Breakdown of all held assets



DiveWallet Token
A simple token to create a DiveWallet community as well as
raise the capital needed to develop the wallet that we all want.

Why launch a token?
To build our wallet, we need your help. Firstly, we need a strong
community of people who believe in the end goal of this
project, DiveWallet itself. Without utility being developed, a
token is nothing. If you believe in the end product, investing in
its token helps provide the necessary publicity and funding to
be able to build what you believe in.

Simply put, if you believe in the product, investing in the token
helps us to develop the wallet. 

Token Launch Information
DiveWallet Token launch consisted of three phases: Private
Sale, Pinksale Presale, and Public Launch. All have three been
completed. We are now live on all platforms with wallet beta
testing beginning in mid-October, 2022.



13% BUSD Reflections

1% Liquidity

The BUSD reflections serve as both a "bonus" to DiveWallet token
holders and allow the team wallet to build capital without a per-
transaction tax.

Token Breakdown
Tokenomics:

15% Transaction Tax

That's it. Nothing else. We keep it simple and rewarding for holders, as
our reflections grant passive income for our community even in times
of low volume. In addition to this, our NFT holders gain access to an
extra 1% of all token volume, distributed to them periodically.

1% NFT Holders



Burned
30%Presale

29%

Liquidity
22%

Private Sale
10%

Dev Fund/Team Wallets
6.5%

Staking/Reserve
2.5%

Initial Token Allocation

Initial Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 DWT 



DiveWallet NFT Collection
Diver's Club By DiveWallet is a collection of 5,000 NFTs living on the
Binance Smart Chain that combines impressive art and real utility into
one collection.

Being a part of the Diver's Club grants you access to an extra 1% of all
volume, which is periodically distributed amongst only our NFT
holders. In addition to this, holding 2 NFTs in each wallet will grant that
wallet access to all of DiveWallet's PRO Features, making the
investment worth your while.

All NFT investments go directly towards rounding out wallet
development cost, so your money is being put to good use. It helps us
while also directly benefitting you as an investor (plus, they look really
cool)! 

Mint a DiveWallet NFT at our NFT website: www.DiversClubNFT.com

https://diversclubnft.com/


DiveWallet v1.0 Release
Begin Buyback and Burn
Expand Wallet Functionality
Expand Partnership Network

Quarter 4 2022/Quarter 1 2023:

Our Roadmap
Initial Whitepaper Release
Build Community
Initial marketing
Token Contract Development
Launch Website
Private Sale 
Interfi Audit
Whitelist Finalized
Presale
Public token launch
Apply to CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko

Quarter 1 2022:

Hire/Onboard Wallet Developer(s)
Begin Wallet Development
KYC Audit
Continue markerting campaign
DiveWallet NFT Launch

Quarter 2 2022:

Team Beta App Testing
NDA Distribution
Community Beta Testing
Beta Feedback
Launch Preparations

Quarter 3 2022:



Although our core team is busy creating the best user
experience possible, we also believe that community
involvement is the key to success for any project. Our
team enjoys being involved in various crypto
communities and will continue to be heavily involved
within our own crypto family. Never be afraid to ask a
question, even to a developer or core team member.

Team Values
Transparency
Our team values transparency. This means that the
community will receive frequent updates on token and
wallet development, launch details, issues, etc... The
token contract will be audited and secure, and we will
frequently seek feedback and suggestions from the
community. 

Security
DiveWallet will be fully functional and secure on
release. All of the core safety and practicality features
will be implemented and ready to help make the user's
crypto experience simple and secure. We all want this
wallet, the team included, so it will not be rushed and
will be well done at the time of release.

Community



Meet the DiveWallet Team

Gavin L.
CEO/Co-Founder

Telegram: @ApecDW

Jake K.
Community/Networking Manager

Telegram: @SomeOldBum

Eve
Business/Technical Operations

Telegram: @Crypto_Eve

Hailey M.
Community Manager/Marketing

Telegram: @Macshack

Andrew M.
Business/Technical Operations

Telegram: @DrecMoo

Jeremy K.
Outreach/Co-Founder

Telegram: @SoberIrishman



https://discord.gg/25HXtVHPHP
https://t.me/+nB12KEat-mE3YWRh

